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 Architecture is the embodiment of immeasurable realities. The first educator and 
teacher of housing and architecture is nature. Architectures can be called sustainable 

that be responsive to their present time needs. With a little reflection and studying of 

traditional buildings we find in many of the buildings cultural and climate conditions, 
originality and materials are fully observed. In this paper we have designed a flowchart.  

The three levels of the flowchart (Principles, Strategies, and Methods) correspond to the 

three objectives of architectural environmental education: creating environmental 
awareness, explaining the building ecosystem, and teaching how to design sustainable 

buildings. Finally 22th region of Tehran was evaluated in terms of sustainable 

architecture and suggestions for achieving this goal are presented.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1 - What is sustainable architecture?: 

Architecture is the embodiment of immeasurable realities. The first educator and teacher of housing and 

architecture is nature. It has the features that, on one hand, have called human beings back from cave and 

mountains and, on the other hand, have presented them with other instruments and primitive tools such as stone, 

wood and chaff in order to enable them to protect themselves from hardships and natural disasters.  

The concept of sustainability in architecture is not creating buildings that just spend very long life because a 

building with several hundred years of life does not have coordination with the needs of the present time. 

Architectures can be called sustainable that be responsive to their present time needs. With a little reflection and 

studying of traditional buildings we find in many of the buildings cultural and climate conditions, originality 

and materials are fully observed. However, they are not coordinated with the architecture needs and lifestyle of 

this time, urbanization lifestyle and the existance limitations. Conditions and indices which define the 

architecture as a kind of “sustainable architecture” today, may not be applicable in the the future with present 

concept. At the sustainable architecture’s new discussions, it is attempted to reduce the negative effects of new 

architecture on the environment. Instead, by applying alike materials with the environment and special climate 

design, saving can be done in energy consumption.  

 

Architectural Response to Sustainability: 

Since the Oil Embargo in the 1970’s, there has been an increased awareness in environmental issues.  Some 

people may look at the loss of non-renewable resources and think automobiles are the main cause.  However, 

that is not so.  It may be suprising to many that the majority of energy depletion comes from buildings.  Half of 

the non-renewable resources that are used are wasted by buildings and homes, where as only 25% is used by 

automobiles [8]. In addition, the United States citizen uses 20 times more raw materials than the average world 

citizen.  This shock has hit the architectural field hard but there has been little done to remedy the situation.  

The idea of sustainable architecture is not new. As defined by Robert Berkebile, AIA, “It is design that 

improves the quality of life today without diminishing it for the next generation.” [1] However, sustainable 

architecture is hardly ever used.  The lack of green architecture is a fault of both the client and the architect.  It is 

the architect's responsibility to converse to the client about sustainability, but most firms do not have the 

resources in their files to produce beneficial or new ideas about designing sustainable buildings.  Also, if an 

architect does wish to produce a sustainable building, the client may not want to pay the additional costs it may 

take to construct, and is most the time unaware of the benefits.  

The time has come to educate the clients about design issues such as “sleek does not mean better” and “a 

glass wall is not better than a concrete wall.”  There comes a time when people have to stop worrying only about 
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the exterior details and start worrying about the internal ones, "…It is time to stop putting the fins on the 

Cadillac." [8]  We as architects have valuable resources at our disposal that are more than often over looked.  In 

addition, as designers we must change the standards of construction.  We have to stop pulling details and other 

pre-fabricated building systems out of catalogues and use our design ability to change the way architecture 

runs.  Architects must challenge the preconceptions behind building forms. In fact, there is still much to learn 

from traditional vernacular forms. * 

 

Principles of Sustainable Design: 

To educate architects to meet this goal of coexistence, we have developed a flowchart.  The three levels of 

the flowchart (Principles, Strategies, and Methods) correspond to the three objectives of architectural 

environmental education: creating environmental awareness, explaining the building ecosystem, and teaching 

how to design sustainable buildings. The overall conceptual diagram for sustainable design is shown in Figure 1. 

We propose three principles of sustainability in architecture. Economy of Resources is concerned with the 

reduction, reuse, and recycling of the natural resources that are input to a building.  Life Cycle Design provides 

a methodology for analyzing the building process and its impact on the environment.  Humane Design focuses 

on the interactions between humans and the natural world.  These principles can provide a broad awareness of 

the environmental impact, both local and global, of architectural consumption. [2,3,11,4,7,9,5]. 

 

Site and region climate: 

 

The considered area for designing, in the northwest of Tehran around the region 22 municipalities is 

selected. The dominant wind direction of region in summer is from the South and the South East and in winter 

from the West, and it is considered as a part of semi-arid areas of the country. Placement of the region in the 

hillside of Southern Alborz mountain range, existence of the vast space of forest in south, the absence of 

polluting facilities in the way of the dominant wind, and the area enjoyment of good view were among the 

reasons for selecting the desired site for the design. In this scheme, for the solar heat gain in winter, sunny 

windows on the south side, two greenhouses in the middle and the other on roof of the building are used. In 

summer, southern porches as shade prevent direct sunshine into the main spaces of the buildings, as well as high 

broadleaf trees in the yard and on the east side of the buildings create shadow in this season. Two-way flow of 

air and using the evaporative cooling are other methods of providing comfort in the hot season in this building. 

 

The thermal behavior of the building in the winter: 

Placing evergreen trees (conifer) on the west side of the building reduces the influence of the winter cold 

winds to the body of the building. A corridor which is located in the northern side of the blocks creates the 

interface area among the main and internal also the external spaces of the building that is  operated as an 

insulation between outside cold air and the inside temperate conditions,  and prevents the penetration of cold air 

inside the the main space. The depth of southern side shade is 150 cm and is designed according with the angle 

of the sun glow in the winter in Tehran in order to oblique winter sun can penetrate to 3 meters depth inside the 

main spaces.  

 

The thermal behavior of the building in the summer: 

In summer, shading of the broadleaf trees on the south and east sides, and the movement of dominant 

summer wind over the waterfront premises cause cooling and humidity inside the premises, and are effective in 

improving comfort conditions. The depth of southern side porch of the building is 150 cm, which corresponding 

the angle of the sun glow in the summer of Tehran to prevent from penetrating the direct sunlight to the main 

spaces of the building. 

 

The thermal behavior of semi-detached houses in the winter: 

In designing the volume and plan of these houses, it is attempted to design a compact volume to minimize 

the external surface of the buildings, and less heat is lost in the winter. In order to provide thermal comfort for 

the residents in the winter, the main spaces in the south and secondary spaces in the north are designed. South  

facade of houses are designed completely transparent, and the area of the windows on the north side is less than 

the southward ones. Designing of the overall volume of the premises is done according to the angle of the sun 

glow and the direction of winds in the summer and winter. The oblique winter sun penetrates through the home 

fom the wide windows in the southern side, and the shades over the windows prevent the direct sunshine in the 

summer. 
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Economy of Resources Life cycle design Humane Design 

Energy conservation Per-building phase Preservation of natural conditions 

Energy conservation 

Urban planning 
Energy conservation 

site planning 

alternative sources of Energy 
passive heating and cooling 

avoidance of heat gain or heat loss 

use of low-embodied- Energy materials 
use of Energy 

efficient appliances with timing  devices 

Use materials that 

are ... 
- made of renewable 

resources 

- harvested or 
extracted without 

ecological 

damage 
- recycled 

- recyclable 

- long-lasting and 
low maintenance 

Minimize energy 

needed to distribute 
materials. 

Understand the 

impact of design 
on nature 

Respect topographical 

contours 
Do not disturb 

the water table 

Preserve existing 
flora and fauna 

Water conservation Building  phase Urban design site planning 

Reduction: 

-indigenous 
Landscaping 

-low-flow showerheads 

-vacuum-assist toilets or smaller toilet 
tanks. 

Reuse: 

-rainwater 
Collection 

-gray water 

Collection 

Schedule construction 

to 
minimize site 

impact. 

Provide wasteseparation 
facilities. 

Use nontoxic 

materials to 
protect construction 

workers as 

well as end users. 

Specify regular 

maintenance with 

nontoxic cleaners. 

Avoid pollution 

contribution 
Promote mixeduse 

development 

Create pedestrian 
pockets 

Provide for 

human-powered 
transportation 

Integrate design 

with public 

transportation 

Material conservation Post-building phase Design for human comfort 

Material conservation design and  

conservation 
Proper sizing of building systems 

Rehabilitation of existing structures 

Use of reclaimed or recycled materials and 
components. 

Use of non-conventional building 

materials. 
 

 

 

Adapt existing 

structures to 
new users and 

programs. 

Reuse building 
components and 

materials. 

Recycle building 
components and 

materials. 

Reuse the land 
and existing 

infrastructure. 

Provide thermal, 

visual, and 
acoustic comfort 

Provide visual 

connection to 
exterior 

Provide operable windows 

Provide clean, fresh air 
Accomdate 

persons with 

differing physical abilities 
Use nontoxic,non-outgassing materials 

 

Fig. 1: Sustainable Design Flowchart 

 

Conclusion: 

The considered area for sustainable designing, in the northwest of Tehran around the region 22 

municipalities is selected. The dominant wind direction of region in summer is from the South and the South 

East and in winter from the West, and it is considered as a part of semi-arid areas of the country. Placement of 

the region in the hillside of Southern Alborz mountain range, existence of the vast space of forest in south, the 

absence of polluting facilities in the way of the dominant wind, and the area enjoyment of good view were 

among the reasons for selecting the desired site for the design. In this scheme, for the solar heat gain in winter, 

sunny windows on the south side, two greenhouses in the middle and the other on roof of the building are used. 

In summer, southern porches as shade prevent direct sunshine into the main spaces of the buildings, as well as 

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
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high broadleaf trees in the yard and on the east side of the buildings create shadow in this season. Two-way flow 

of air and using the evaporative cooling are other methods of providing comfort in the hot season in this 

building. Placing evergreen trees (conifer) on the west side of the building reduces the influence of the winter 

cold winds to the body of the building. In summer, shading of the broadleaf trees on the south and east sides, 

and the movement of dominant summer wind over the waterfront premises cause cooling and humidity inside 

the premises, and are effective in improving comfort conditions. 
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